Abstract-Language is dynamic, social, complex, and multimodal, patterned and purposive just as all these kids of behavior. It is characterized from the language creativity emerging in the society as both linguistics and social phenomena. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Song lyrics literally belong as a creative text representation formed either as an imagination or emotive feeling of the composers. They turn into a more touchable sense by the complementing of musical note which melodies could create such particular rhythm turning as the core spirit of a song. Thus, sometimes the listeners of a song could drown themselves comprehending the depth of its meaning. For instance, a love song will particularly create a blissful emotion of a smile as if the listener could feel how it is to be carried away by love; as a sad song telling a feeling of yearning could influence the mood of its listeners. Dictions, either with an implicit or explicit meaning become the key of impression to give a spirit inside the songs.
It has been a general phenomenon happening in Indonesia that apparently the use of inappropriate vulgar lyrics embedded in numerous songs. There is no more the essence of aesthetics, but crude, illicit and immoral messages conveyed in many Indonesian song lyrics. It eventually urged Komisi Penyiaran Indonesia Daerah Jawa Tengah -KPID Jateng (Indonesian Commission of Broadcasting in the region of Central Java) issued a prohibition on distribution toward various songs representing vulgar ideas in their lyrics. There were found 43 songs warned by KPID and 6 others were given options of either being banned from publication or midnight broadcasted via electronic media of radio and televisions Those 6 songs containing vulgarism in their dictions consisted of these titles: Apa Saja Boleh (Anything to Give You); Hamil Duluan (What A Fuck Gives); Maafkan Kamu Hamil Duluan (Sorry After Fucking You); Pengin Dibolongi (Fuck Me); dan Mobil Bergoyang (Fucking in The Car).
Vulgar means as an obscene, abusive, protrude, cruddy, shameless, sleazy, porno and illicit (Tesaurus Afabetis Bahasa Indonesia, 2009 ). Those expression of vulgarism is attached by the composers to make an apparent sense of love relating to those having a relationship, husband and wife, the third person in affair, characterization of love, particular organs in conveying how intercourse happens conveyed in songs, special events and moments, circumstances and others. The lingual form expressed in vulgar words should have come from various reasons. It could be caused by a cultural life, politic, analogy or even language social creativity (Asoulin, 2013; Carter, 2015; Kinga & István, 2012; Steels, 2016) . One obvious thing drawn from this phenomenon is that those composers are in their high excitement of pursuing an effort to promote such ideas to attract people's attention stated that there are micro processes founded a language creativity influenced by the analysis of particular values inside the scope of Sociolinguistic. This article will discuss the phenomenon of vulgarism and obscene as the lingual form used in Indonesian song lyrics as the process of language social creativity. It aims to describe kinds of vulgarism obtained as the representation of social life relating to romance of love, relationship, romance of husband and wife and the life of family. The data source comprising of vulgar and obsece terms gained from those lyrics is seen as the real states of language (Santosa, 2017) including physical, logical and psychological state.
II. METHODOLOGY
The study is conducted applying qualitative paradigm. It comes as the result of consideration upon data source, data and data analysis. It mainly aims to describe the phenomenon of vulgarism in Indonesian song lyrics. The description is directed to expose the cultural phenomenon toward the readers (Santosa, 2017; Subroto, 1992; Sudaryanto, 2015) .
It takes Indonesian song lyrics containing vulgar, protrude and obscene vocabularies as the object of study. There are 50 song taken as the data source, containing the representation of social-cultural life regarding to where the songs are composed. This is called as the location of study (Santosa, 2017, p. 50) . The data taken purposively based on the aim of the study, comprise of words, phrases, clauses and other forms of lingual units categorized as vulgar and obscene.
Content analysis is applied to display kinds of vulgarism in the form of vocabularies or other lingual units gained from the data source (Santosa, 2017) .
III. FINDINGS
The findings are directed to counter the problems based on the aim of study. The examples above are directed to the same meaning as they are used to call somebody to love. Some songs use the call of Yank (Babe), Pacarku (My sweety), and Cintaku (My love). Those calls point to someone who is in a relationship, husband or wife and family. However, there is found a form of vulgarism on the phrase kekasih gelapku (My secret love) and selingkuhanku/selingkuhanmu (My secret love). It is a kind of taboo, brutal and disdainful. It points to a meaning of humility for its referent. There are obviously found some lingual units of the lyrics taken as data source, pointing to the activity of love making or romance. They are categorized as explicit and exposed in the case of vulgarism. There is no more conveying of the phrases pertemuan indah (sweet memory), kerinduan ini (I miss you), hasrat ini (this feeling) to convey how love is. This way, the composer has chosen a kind of vulgarism briefly to describe love with the referent of sex using some dictions including peluk (hug), cium (kiss), cumbu (flirt), gairah (desire), bercinta (fucking). Even, there are some clauses such as sudah bermain cinta (after all this time of making love), melepas rindu di pematang sawah (holding each other far across the land) and cinta satu jam saja (love went by too fast). Those indicate that the composers have ignored the true meaning of aesthetics in a song since the vulgarism attached. Below is the example of complete refrain of a particular Indonesian song lyric showing a vivid vulgarism:
Reff: Satu jam saja bercumbu denganmu (It was just a while you flirted me) Satu jam saja ku dimanjakan (It was just a while you dote me over) Satu jam saja ku bercumbu rayu (It was a while we fucked up) Satu jam saja bercinta denganmu (It was just a while we made a love)
It seems hyperbolic and categorized as a pornography which exists in some Indonesian song lyrics.
b. Lingual units of Indonesian Song Lyrics Relating to
Affair Affair is an illegal deed of having the third person as a spouse without having a confirmation of the other spouse Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 166 legally married. It means as cheating (KUBI, 2012: 357 The variations above save the same meaning that affair is conveyed implicitly using the phrases and clauses of ikatan yang tersembunyi (concealed love), kalau beristri dua (you sleep both with me and her), hatimu mendua (you give another piece of you). Those four data are categorized as implicit, explicit and exposed. The clause of Kalau beristri dua (if you sleep both with me and her) and phrase of Selingkuhanmu (yout secret love) are categorized explicit, while the clause Mengapa mudahnya hatimu mendua (how could you give another piece of you) and Ikatan yang tersembunyi (concealed love) are categorized as implicit. The term Selingkuhanmu (yout secret love) is a kind of vulgar meaning exposed apparently, even if it opposes the social norms for being illicit. Having an affair tends to break the social norms of marriage and is prohibited obviously in any kind of society. The existing term of selingkuh (affair) in song lyrics potentially create such a feeling of inconvenience of the listeners of Indonesian songs, however, this inappropriate thing precisely is exposed.
c. Lingual units of Indonesian song lyrics relating to the third person in romance phenomenon has been supposed to be as a preventive effect in the life of triggers is vulgarism will only sound inappropriate to be embedded in musical work. . This study is different from other writings about obscene forms written by other authors. There are not many special studies on obscene forms in language. Other studies more explain the use of language dirty by children (Hartmann, 1973) . While the study of the influence of obscene forms of three dimensions of listener attitudes is raised by (Mulac, 1976) . Results of the present study indicate that obscene language, which leads to the perception of lewdness, reduces perceived competence, trustworthiness, sociability (Hamilton, 1989) . Another study written by (Fine & Johnson, 1984) is about the motives of women and men to use obscenity
